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Smile
Lee Macdougall

Hi there!  Love, love, love this song:) Here s 
the link this was directly tabbed to- other versions 
may be different;)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=l-orj1pn_vw#!

STANDARD TUNING w/
CAPO ON 3

Intro-
Eb  G#

Eb
  It s all been said before
                       G#
But darling here s the truth
It s hard to find the words
                Eb
As beautiful as you
You say I can be cold
                   G#
Emotions cast from steel
Well I might not bare my soul
              Bb
This is how I feel

(Bb)
I hate to see you cry
                  G#
I love to see you laugh
I keep in my mind
                 Bb
My favorite photograph
I take it out sometimes 
           G#     G# -once
To see you smile
          Eb      G#
Is that o-kay? O-kay?

Eb
  It s all been said before



                  G#
But what was I to do
I tripped over your smile
                    Eb
I fell in love with you
You broke my heart of stone
                   G#
You solved my mystery
I don t need all I own
                     Bb
I just need you with me

(Bb)
I hate to see you cry
                  G#
I love to see you laugh
I keep in my mind
                 Bb
My favorite photograph
I take it out sometimes 
           G#     G# -once
To see you smile

         Cm      Bb
Is that oka-ay?  When,
   Fm                   G#
My body gets old and my body turns cold
         Cm    Bb
And then gray, haired 
          Fm
Watch the sun from the sky
       G#
Like a tear from your eye
        Cm           Bb
And the guards, they stop
     Fm
When everything passes
    G#
The worlds left in ashes
     Cm    Bb        G#         Eb
I ll still have your smile

G#
Ooohoo

Bb
  I hate to see you cry
                  G#
I love to see you laugh
I keep in my mind
                 Bb
My favorite photograph



I take it out sometimes 
           G#     G# -once
To see you smile
          Eb
Is that o-kay?
 G#      Eb -once
O-kay?

Have fun and RATE:)
cristy&#9829;LeeMacDougall
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